Given a collection of trees on £ leaves with identical leaf set, the MAST, resp. MCT, problem consists in finding a largest subset of the leaves such that all input trees restricted to this set are identical, resp. have a common refinement. For MAST, resp. MCT, on ¥ § ¦ © £ 1 % -leaf trees). Finally, we show that SMAST and SMCT parametrized in ( are 2 4 35 7 6
¤ rooted trees, we give an
is the smallest number of leaves whose removal leads to the existence of an agreement subtree, resp. a compatible tree. This improves on [13] for MAST and proves fixed parameter tractability for MCT. We then extend these problems to the case of supertrees where input trees can have non-identical leaf sets. For the obtained problems, SMAST and SMCT, we give an ¥ § ¦ ) ! £ 0 % time algorithm for the special case of two input trees () is the time bound for solving MAST, resp. MCT, on two 1 Introduction D -leaf trees:
for binary trees [11] , then
for trees of unbounded degree [21] , and
for trees of degree bounded by p [22] . The
results of [21] also applies to the case of two unrooted trees of unbounded degree. In contrast, MCT is thought to be hard on two trees [29] . [23] and is the size of a smallest hitting set). This improves the bound for the MAST problem w.r.t. [13] and is the first result showing that MCT is FPT. Moreover, from this standpoint, MCT has the same complexity as MAST which was not expected w.r.t. previous work (on two general trees, the former is thought to be NP-hard while efficient algorithms exist for the second, and on bounded degree trees, less efficient algorithms exist for MCT). Remark also that the exponential term in the complexity of the obtained FPT algorithm does not depend on the degree or number of input trees, which might be an advantage in practice over the algorithm of [16] , though the latter may be faster for trees with a high level of disagreement.
Then, we show how to extend MAST and MCT in a natural way to obtain the problems SMAST and SMCT on supertrees. SMAST and SMCT are NP-hard in general, as they are equivalent to MAST, resp. MCT, in the case of input trees with identical leaf sets. For both SMAST and SMCT, we give an E G F y p r D T S algorithm for the case of two input trees, where p is the time bound for solving MAST, resp. MCT, on two E G F D T S -leaf trees. Finally, by reduction to the HITTING SET problem, we show that SMAST and SMCT are more difficult than MAST and MCT, as they are q s rx t -hard for . Thus, there is little hope to obtain efficient exact algorithms for these problems on more than two trees, suggesting to resort on heuristic algorithms to solve the problem. However, it will be difficult to prove tight approximation results for such heuristics, as we also show that no polynomial time algorithm can approximate SMAST and SMCT within a constant factor, unless u v l x w h u , even when the input trees are rooted triples (binary trees on only three leaves).
All above results can be extended to the case of unrooted trees (adding an D factor in the case of the FPT algorithm). In the following, Sect. 2 gives definitions, then results are presented for MAST and MCT in Sect. 3, and for SMAST and SMCT in Sect. 4.
Definitions and Preliminaries
Trees we consider are evolutionary trees (also called phylogenies). Such a tree y has its leaf set z h F y " S in bijection with a label set and is either rooted (at a node denoted { f F y s S ) , in which case all internal nodes have at least two children, or unrooted, in which case internal nodes have degree at least three. When there is no ambiguity, we will identify leaves with their labels. The size | } y of a tree y is the number of its leaves. Let~be a node in a rooted tree y , we denote by F S the subtree rooted at~(i.e.,~and its descendants) and by In phylogenetic analysis, this definition is sometimes considered too stringent when input trees can have multifurcations (nodes with more than 2 children). Indeed, such a node can either represent a multi-speciation event, or an uncertainty (irresolution) concerning the relative branching of the child subtrees of the node. The MAST problem is best suited for the first interpretation, as the presence of a multifurcation in a input tree, will imped to resolve the node according to other input trees. For the second interpretation, [20] introduced the MCT problem, a variant of MAST that allows multifurcations to be resolved in the output tree: Considering the MAST problem, [8, 13] remark that if the input trees are in hard or soft conflict on a set of leaves 0 g Y ª a g i a j
, then obviously at least one of the three leaves has to be excluded to obtain an agreement subtree (because of Lem. 1 (i)). If trees in are not in conflict w.r.t. any three leaves, then they are all isomorphic and any of them is a maximum agreement subtree. Then, an algorithm for finding an agreement subtree of an initial collection consists in identifying a conflict a 0 g ª a g a j , trying alternatively to remove one of 0 g ª g i
and iterate on the restricted collections until no conflict remains. Hence, to solve MAST, we need an algorithm to check that all trees in are isomorphic or alternatively identify a hard or soft conflict on three leaves. Such an algorithm can be produced by modification of a tree isomorphism algorithm [19, 32] . We consider the case of two input trees (i.e. ¡ l Ù w y V g y e j ) , since applying the resulting algorithm at most q Ú o times, solves the problem on q input trees. Define a node in a tree to be a cherry iff all its children are leaves. We then have: ). Thus, we are interested in an algorithm that either identifies a hard conflict or returns a refinement of . As above, we consider case of two input trees. However, to use this algorithm to find a refinement y (if one exists) of q input trees, we also need this refinement to be minimum, i.e., such that 0 y y V g y e j f g y ¦ y
, to not artificially create hard conflicts. It is no longer true also that a cherry Û V @ y V corresponds to a cherry Û e y e with the same leaf set. We can now allow
is not required anymore to be a cherry 1 . However, we can prove the following: ) (see algorithm 1) details this process that either identifies a hard conflict between y V and y e , either returns a tree minimally refining them.
Lemma 4 The following invariants hold at the beginning and after each cherry
has been processed:
are not in hard conflict w.r.t. three leaves of a same tree in the forest 
as common refinement. . The same FPT algorithm can be used for MAST (to the difference that only hard conflicts generate branch points in the search tree).
[13] also remark that this FPT algorithm implies an indirect resolution of the 3-HITTING-SET (3HS) problem where the parameter is preserved (for 3HS, is the size of the smallest hitting set). Using this problem as an explicit subproblem of MAST and MCT provides an alternative approach with running time 
The proof is given in appendix 4.6. Note that currently,
. This improves on the result of [13] for MAST by a
factor. Moreover, this shows that MCT is FPT, more precisely that the burden of the complexity can depend only on the level of disagreement of the input trees. When considering a collection of trees disagreeing on few species, we obtain an efficient algorithm, whatever the number and degree of the input trees. If input trees are unrooted, the same approach as above can be used by trying successively all possible rooting of input trees at a leaf. This only adds an extra D factor to the complexity bound.
Extending problems to the supertree context
We now consider the case of supertree inference, where input trees are allowed to have different (but overlapping) sets of leaves. We show how to extend MAST and MCT to this context. 
be the specific leaves of the subtree rooted at~. A specific subtree is a subtree containing only specific leaves.
Though definitions would allow this, in the following we assume that any input tree shares at least two leaves with other input trees, otherwise there is no purpose in taking such a tree into account to build a supertree. 
The two problems stated above are natural extensions of the problems defined in Sect. 2, as SMAST, resp. SMCT, is equivalent to MAST, resp. MCT, when the input trees have equal leaf set.
The following observation states that the supertrees defined above are likely to contain a non-trivial number of leaves, and moreover, leaves from many, if not all, input trees. This suggests that these supertrees might be good seed trees for the MRP method [3, 26] or its variant MRF [10] .
be a collection of rooted trees with overlapping sets of leaves, any tree
The same lemma can be proved for unrooted trees.
Solving SMAST and SMCT on 2 Trees in polynomial time
Given two trees y V g y e on overlapping sets of leaves, let 
This result is easily extended to the case of unrooted trees.
Sketch of the algorithm. The algorithm proceeds as suggested by Lem. 6, i.e., grafting specific parts of the input trees to a precomputed maximum agreement subtree
The approach is similar to the E G F U D T u a S algorithm of [17] for computing a strict consensus supertree, which attaches one by one specific leaves to a common backbone tree (sensu [17] ). Similarly, we can take advantage here of the fact that 
/* Add a common root to handle specific subtrees branching above
Note that COMPSMASTTREE adds an artificial root and an artificial leaf ® å to the trees y V g i y e g y ¤ before the initial call to GRAFTSPECIFIC (this operation is described on line 14 using the parenthetical notation to code trees). This enables specific subtrees branching above the original root of y ¥ ¤ to be handled by GRAFTSPECIFIC. The artificial node and root are removed at the end of the algorithm (line 17, also using parenthetical notation).
The algorithm computes 
is the maximum degree of the input trees [21, 22] . (loop 22) , we can transpose the lack of information of the input collection concerning the relative order of these subtrees by connecting them (or their leaves 2 ) to a single multifurcating node in y . This implies a minor modification of algorithm 3 which does not change its running time. Note that the produced tree might not be a maximum agreement supertree anymore, as some internal edges of the input trees can be collapsed to in y . and is FPT for parameter in the general case. As MAST is the special case of SMAST where input trees have identical sets of leaves, the NP-hardness result for only three input trees obtained by [1] for MAST also holds for SMAST. Similarly, SMCT in NP-hard for 6 trees from the result of [20] . 
Intractability of SMAST and SMCT
The second item above uses the parenthetical notation for trees. Appendix 4.10 includes a figure illustrating this definition. to be the following collection of rooted triple trees: The proof (Appendix 4.10) relies on a reduction to HS. As this is an t -reduction, considering SMAST-OPT and HS-OPT, the optimization versions of problems SMAST and HS, and using the result of [4] for HS-OPT we obtain: and concern nodes in Û e ü y e . To identify
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Finding three leaves implied in a hard conflict in algorithm FIND-REFINEMENT-OR-CONFLICT
queries. But then these leaves are removed from the trees and Û V becomes a leaf, that will be implied in a cherry at a latter step (if no conflict arise) and thus give rise to one lca query in turn. Thus, each node of y V will be used in at most one lca query, hence the algorithm performs to have an isomorphic subtree (MAST), resp. a refining subtree (MCT). Given a set z ± , algorithm 1 is applied to two input trees. If this gives a tree, the tree is reused in another run of algorithm 1 with another input tree. This process is repeated until either all q input trees have been considered (incorporated), in which case the last tree obtained is returned, either a set of leaves a 1 g Y ª a g i j responsible for a conflict between some input trees is identified. In this case, branch in the search tree according to the three possibilities, i.e., adding ); edges leading to a specific subtree, or in a specific subtree, are examined during the only traversal of a subtree of this kind that copies its topology in the constructed tree 
